
 
 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
Sedric and the Great Pig Rescue by Angie Morgan 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Sam Harper, age 11 

It’s crazy and funny and brilliant. If you’re a 
fan of Tom Gates, you’ll absolutely love this.  

A bit like a Dark Ages Tom Gates, Sedric and 
the Great Pig Rescue is hilarious. When Baron 
Dennis, the new baron, needs money to buy 
posh Roman furniture, he taxes Sedric and the 
other poor villagers, claiming that he needs the 
money for castle repairs. But the villagers can 
only pay in turnips so he takes their turnips 
instead of cash and tries to sell them. His plan 
goes wrong, it’s chaos in the village and Denzel, 
Sedric’s pig, ends up being arrested for jumping 
on Prunehilda, the baron’s wife. Sedric and his 
friends then set out to rescue Denzel from the 
castle before he’s turned into a pork dinner. 
There’s spying, breaking and entering and rat infested dungeons. It’s crazy 
and funny and brilliant. I loved the cartoon style illustrations and I 
romped through it in one go before starting it all over again. If you 
are a fan of Tom Gates, you’ll absolutely love this. 

 

Tomasz Hawryszczuk, age 9 

What a fantastic book. I read this in two nights as it was so 
enjoyable. Denzil the pig gets kidnapped and Sedric has to plan a black op 
mission to rescue him from the Baron. Highly recommend to boys.  

This book is a bit of a cross between Tom Gates, Wimpy Kid and 
Horrible Histories! Denzil the pig is kidnapped by the Baron, and Sedric and 
his friends have to rescue him before the Baron eats him! The illustrations are 
brilliant and really bring the characters to life. There are plenty of laugh out 
loud moments all the way through the book. This is set in the dark ages and 



 
 

contains lots of mud, rats and gross stuff! Perfect for boys between the age of 6 
and 10 I think. I can't wait for the next Sedric story. 

 

Faye Dawson, age 9 

I was surprised by how funny this book was and I would recommend 
it to both boys and girls who enjoy a good laugh!  

I enjoyed the fact that this book was set in the Dark Ages because the characters 
had great names like Urk, Eg and Verruca, they also had lots of conversations 
about mud and turnips! The new baron and his wife caused lots of comedy in 
the story, because they gave the villagers lots of problems. I thought Sedric and 
his friends were funny, brave and daft. Every time Eg an epic nosebleed it made 
me laugh because they always happened at the worst possible time and in the 
most surprising places. Now I can't wait to track down Sedric's second book 
and pass this one onto my brother. 

 

Belinda, Oliver and Lucy Brooke 

We thought Sedric and the Great Pig Rescue by Angie Morgan was a great 
romp.  Written in the voice every child reader will feel is their own, the story 
captures the absolute essence of what it’s like to be on the receiving 
end of unfair treatment and rules that make no sense.  Better still, 
Sedric and his friends get the better of all their greedy, corrupt overlords and 
rescue their village from certain doom, with help from their not so crusty old 
Roman teacher and a mixture of clever stunts, daring deeds and just the right 
amount of mud, bottoms and mess to make the story funny and uplifting and 
thoroughly appealing to kids of all ages.  Five to seven year olds will love this 
book! 

 

Oliver Lonsdale, age 7 

Funny book about Sedric and his pig Denzel.  

This book is about a poor village, a new baron and his plans to make his castle 
more posh. As they don't have any money he gets payment for them in turnips 
and also takes the children's pig Denzel. The children don’t like that and go to 
rescue the pig but get caught and captured. But their teacher turns up and sees 
one of her students mopping up a nose bleed with a piece of paper which also 
happens to be the old barons will. This will sets the villagers free. 



 
 

I liked the book because it was funny and had pictures to break up 
the story. I particularly liked the guards who were not very clever and the 
plumber who was a bit dodgy. 

 

Daniel Bisland, age 7 

You will have to read this cool action-packed book to find out! I 
recommend it to 6+ early readers. I give it 11/10. 

Sedric lives in Soggy-in-the-mud in the DARK AGE! His friends are Eg, Veruca, 
Robin and Urk. This is the story:  

Sedric’s Pig Denzel gets locked up in the DUNGEON by the new Baron Dennis 
because he jumped on Prunehilda who is the Baron’s wife. Then the Baron came 
to Soggy-in-the-mud and took everybody’s turnips as tax to buy Roman things 
for his castle. When Sedric and his friends go to get Denzel back, they spot a 
thief coming out of the castle and ask him the quick way in and he tells them! 
When they get in Eg tricks the Baron and his wife whilst the rest search the 
castle from top to bottom for Denzel.  

Do they get put in the dungeon too? 

Do they get eaten by rats? 

Do they get their turnips back? 

Do they save Denzel? 

 

Edgar Perez, age 7 

For the next book I recommend nothing. It was AMAZING! 

This story is about a boy called Sedric who lives in a village called Little Soggy 
in the Mud and he lives with his mum and his pet pig Denzel. My favorite part 
was when Denzel sits on Prunehilda’s face! 

The character I like the most is Denzel because he is funny and misbehaved. I 
didn’t like the baron because he lied to the people of Little Soggy in the Mud. 

 

Darcey McIlroy, age 7 

Sedric wants to get his pig back from the new baron but he has to 
break into the castle first.  A funny adventure for some muddy 
friends! 



 
 

Sedric lives in his muddy village along with his family and friends. Everything 
is muddy and there are a lot of rats. All the village have is turnips but they are 
happy until the old baron dies. The new baron, Dennis, wants all their turnips 
and decides to change lots of things but he is not telling them the truth. His wife 
wants new statues for her house and Baron Dennis has to find more money to 
pay for it all. He really hates all the mud. The baron takes Sedrics pet pig too 
when he visits the village and Sedric decides to rescue him. Sedric and his 
friends are always hungry because the baron has only left them with grass to 
eat but this doesn't stop Sedric. Verucca and he decide to break into the castle. 
They crawl through tunnels to get into the dungeons and then they look for 
Denzil. They find out about all the stuff the baron has but everyone ends up very 
wet. This is a good book if you like muddy adventures. 

 

Rodrigo 

I very much enjoyed this book and thought it was very good. 

It was funny and entertaining. I liked the way it talked to me as the reader 
because it made me feel part of the story. I found certain parts of the story 
particularly funny like the part when Sedric woke up and there was a rat in his 
face! I would recommend this book to any child! 

 

Alex Hall, age 9 

I thought the start of the book was really good, the first word 
AARRGH draws you in. It is a funny book, the characters are quite 
silly and climsy and I like the characters names e.g. Sedric and Urk. 

This book is about a boy called Sedric. He rescues his pig called Denzel from the 
baron and his wife who are planning to eat him.  I thought the start of the book 
was really good, the first word AARRGH draws you in. It is a funny book, the 
characters are quite silly and climsy and I like the characters names e.g. Sedric 
and Urk. 

 

Harry Gray, age 7 

Hilarious! Brilliant fun. 

A great book, really funny. I loved the story about Sedric and his pig, Denzel.  
The pictures made the book even better and it was different to read a book that 
was set in the dark ages. I would recommend this book for all children between 



 
 

6 and 9, although my brother really enjoyed it and thought it was hilarious too, 
and he is five! 

 

James Wood, age 8 

Good, but not great. I chuckled at a few bits, but it's not a book 
where I'd be excited to hear that there was another one in the series 
to read. 

The story was fairly simple. A few laughs and some funny illustrations, but I 
wasn't desperate to read it every chance I got. I did enjoy it, but it is not top of 
the list of the books I have had to review. Some of the others have been much 
funnier. We had been learning about the dark ages at school so it did set the 
scene for that time, but not my favorite book. 

 


